Books - Portfolio Series

   Pages: 176. Over 200 black and white illustrations. All reproduced articles on road tests, reports, publicity on every variant.          BOOK-33

   Pages: 172. Illustrations: 200+ in b&w. Compilation of magazine articles, features, cuttings of road/track tests and performances of Cooper and 'S', standard and performance cars. BOOK-24

   Pages: 180. Illustrations: 285 in b&w. Old reprinted articles on road and track tests. Performance data, tuning, history, specials, specifications and purchasing.          BOOK-12

   Pages: 172. Illustrations: 200+ in b&w. All reproduced articles on road tests, specification, special tuning, performance data, a lot of articles on Mini Clubman and 1275GT.          BOOK-34

   Pages: 171. Black and white. 300 illustrations. Road and comparison tests, buyers guide, ERA turbo, Monte Carlo. & Many other models.          BOOK-16

6. The Sporting Minis by John Brigden.
   Pages: 120. Illustrations: 130 in b&w. Emphasis on the Cooper. Provides detailed production history of the sporting Minis.          BOOK-13

7. The Making of the Italian Job. Behind the scenes action promotional material etc.          BOOK-17

8. Mini DIY Restoration by Lindsay Porter.
   Pages: 28. Illustrations 800 in black and white. Well written and documented on how to completely renovate your Mini, giving new life to mechanical and electrical components, modifying the car for appearance or performance. Compiled with the assistance of Mini Spares Center.          BOOK-07

Performance Tuning Books

9. Tuning BL A-Series Engines. by David Vizard. Pages: 488. Illustrations 680. A third addition to his previous books, delving with great depth into simple head mods to full blown power crazy engines, and ancillaries.          BOOK-02


11. How to Build and Power Tune SU Carburettor's. How to extract maximum performance from SU carburettor's.          BOOK-44

Handbooks & Manuals

12. Original MK3 Cooper 'S' Handbook
    68 Pages. ........................................ AKD7364


14. Haynes Weber Carburettors. 128 illustrated pages with everything about the carburettor, including fault finding/repairs. ........................................ BOOK-03

15. Mini Owners Workshop Manual by Haynes Publishing - 1959-69. Pages: 263 of very good illustrated text in black and white. Comprehensive technical information that can be used as a guide for beginners and experts. Covers all MK1/2 variants including automatics plus Cooper and 'S' variants. ........................................ OrderBOOK-09


Books - Restoration

17. Old Special Tuning Catalogues, all marque's. ........................................ HMCC2006

18. MK1/2 Mini Models (up to 69) ........................................ HMCC4001

19. MK3 and MK4 Mini Models (69-85) ........................................ HMCC4002

20. All Mini Models from 1985 - 2000 ........................................ HMCC4003

Technical CD Roms

Original technical publications on CD ROM. Original parts books, workshop manuals and owners hand books.

17. Old Special Tuning Catalogues, all marque's. ........................................ HMCC2006

18. MK1/2 Mini Models (up to 69) ........................................ HMCC4001

19. MK3 and MK4 Mini Models (69-85) ........................................ HMCC4002

20. All Mini Models from 1985 - 2000 ........................................ HMCC4003

Call to Order or Questions at 800-946-2642